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1. INTRODUCTION
2 .If functions f and g g L 0, ` , then the Hilbert inequality in the
integral form can be written as
2
` ` ` `f s g t .  .
2 2 2ds dt F p f t dt g t dt , 1.1 .  .  .H H H Hs q t0 0 0 0
2 w xwhere the constant p is the best possible 1 .
However, if we select a proper definite quadratic form
  .  ..  .F x f , g , y f , g , the right-hand side of 1.1 can be replaced by
` `
2 2 2p f t dt g s ds y F x f , g , y f , g . 1.2 .  .  .  .  . .H H
0 0
The main purpose of this paper is to prove the existence of a nontrivial
quadratic form F and to find an expression for F.
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NOTE 683
We first introduce some notations and functions.
The inner product of two elements x and y in an inner product space x
 . 5 5 ’is denoted by x, y . The norm is denoted by x s x , x . On the other .
2 .hand, if functions f , g g L 0, ` , the inner product of f and g is defined
by
`
f , g s f x g x dx. 1.3 .  .  .  .H
0
We next introduce a binary quadratic form defined by
5 5 2 2 5 5 2 2F x , y s j x y 2 j , h xy q h y , 1.4 .  .  .
where
x s h , d and y s j , d . .  .
We further define
G j , h , d s F h , d , j , d . 1.5 .  .  .  . .
 .The results involve G j , h, d , with j and h specified beforehand, and
d to be chosen for maximum felicity. It is obvious that, if d is orthogonal
 .  .2to both j and h, then G j , h, d s 0. It will turn out that j , d q
 .2  .h, d ) 0 see Lemma 1 . Therefore, it is shrewd in every case to choose
d not orthogonal to both j and h.
2. LEMMAS
In this section an improvement on Cauchy]Schwarz's inequality will be
made.
 .  .LEMMA 2.1. Let G j , h, d be as defined in 1.5 , and suppose that
 .2  .2  .j , d q h, d ) 0. Then G j , h, d ) 0.
Proof. Consider the matrix
j , j y j , h .  .
A s  /y h , j h , h .  .
 . 5 5of the quadratic form F x, y defined earlier. Clearly, j ) 0. Since the
vectors j and h are linearly independent, the Cauchy]Schwarz inequality
is
2 2 25 5 5 5j , h - j h . 2.1 .  .
NOTE684
This implies that det A ) 0. Hence the quadratic form is positive definite.
 .  .Since either x s h, d / 0 or y s j , d / 0, the result follows.
 .  .LEMMA 2.2. Let j , h, d be as defined in 1.5 . If j and h are linearly
 .dependent, then G j , h, d s 0.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that j s ah, a / 0, and
 .  .a g R. It follows from 1.4 and 1.5 that
2 22 25 5 5 5G j , h , d s j h , d y 2 j , h h , d j , d q h j , d .  .  .  .  .  .
2 22 25 5 5 5s ah h , d y 2 ah , h h , d ah , d q h ah , d .  .  .  .  .
2 2 22 2 22 2 25 5 5 5 5 5s a h h , d y 2 a h h , d q a h h , d s 0. .  .  .
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose j , h, and d are three arbitrary ¨ectors of the space
5 5X. If d s 1, then
2 2 25 5 5 5j , h F j h y G j , h , d , 2.2 .  .  .
 .  .where G j , h, d is defined by 1.5 , and the equality holds if and only if the
¨ectors j , h, d are linearly dependent.
Proof. If the vectors j and h are linearly dependent, then by Lemma
 .  .1.2, we have F x, y s 0. The inequality 2.2 can be reduced to the form
2 2 25 5 5 5j , h F j h . 2.3 .  .
This is the classical Cauchy]Schwarz inequality, and the equality holds if
and only if the vectors j and h are linearly dependent.
If the vectors j and h are linearly independent, then the Gram
determinant constructed by the vectors j , h, and d is not less than zero
 w x.cf. 2 . In other words, we have
j , j j , h j , d .  .  .
h , j h , h h , d .  .  . G 0. 2.4 .
d , j d , h d , d .  .  .
 .The equality contained in 2.4 holds if and only if the vectors j , h, and
d are linearly dependent. Hence, d is a linear combination of the vectors j
and h.
 . 5 5Expanding the determinant 2.4 and using the condition d s 1, we
obtain
22 25 5 5 5j h y j , h y G j , h , d G 0. 2.5 .  .  .
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 .Thus it follows that inequality 2.2 is valid. This completes the proof of
 .2.2 .
 .Note. In view of Lemma 2.1, inequality 2.2 is an improvement of the
 w x.standard Cauchy]Schwarz inequality see Debnath and Mikusinski 3 .
 .Using the inner product defined by 1.3 and Lemma 2.3, we have the
following result:
2 .COROLLARY 2.1. If f and g g L 0, ` , then
2` ` `
2 2f t g t dt F f t dt g t dt y F x , y , 2.6 .  .  .  .  .  .H H H
0 0 0
 .where F x, y is defined by
` ` `
2 2 2 2F x , y s x f t dt y 2 xy f t g t dt q y g t dt , .  .  .  .  .H H H /  /  /0 0 0
` `
x s g t d dt and y s f t d dt , .  .H H
0 0
`
2 2d s h t g L 0, ` and h t dt s 1. .  .  .H
0
 .Remark. Inequality 2.6 is obviously an improvement of the standard
Cauchy]Schwarz inequality.
3. MAIN RESULTS
2 .THEOREM 3.1. Suppose two positi¨ e functions f and g g L 0, ` . Then
` ` ` `f s g t .  .
2 2 2ds dt F p f t dt g t dt y G j , h , d , 3.1 .  .  .  .H H H Hs q t0 0 0 0
 .  .where 0 F G j , h, d is gi¨ en by 1.5 ,
1r41r4s ty1r2 y1r2
j s s q t f t , h s s q t g t , 3.2ab .  .  .  .  . /  /t s
 . 2w .  .xand d s d t is some unit ¨ector in L 0, ` = 0, ` .
 .Equality holds in 3.1 if and only if j , h, and d are linearly dependent.
NOTE686
 .  .Proof. We apply inequality 2.6 to estimate the left-hand side of 3.1
as
2
` ` f s g t .  .
ds dtH H /s q t0 0
2
` `
s j , h ds dtH H /0 0
` ` ` `
2 2O j ds dt h ds dt y G j , h , d .H H H H
0 0 0 0
1r2 1r2` ` ` `1 s 1 s
2s dt f s ds dt .H H H H /  / /  /s q t t s q t t0 0 0 0
= g 2 t dt y G j , h , d .  .
` `
2 2 2s p f t dt g t dt y G j , h , d . .  .  .H H
0 0
 .If f s 0 or g s 0, vectors j and h defined by 3.2ab are linearly
 .dependent. In view of Lemma 2.2., we have G j , h, d s 0. Thus the
 .equality in 3.1 holds.
If fg / 0 on a set of positive measure, vectors j and h defined in
 .3.2ab are linearly independent. According to Lemma 2.1, we have
 .G j , h, d G 0.
Finally, we select the unit vector d such that d s aj q bh, a, b g R,
 .  .where j and h are defined by 3.2ab . By Lemma 3.2, the equality in 3.1
holds.
This completes the proof.
 .  .  .Note. If G j , h, d in 3.1 is replaced by zero, inequality 3.1 reduces to
 .1.1 .
2 .COROLLARY 3.1. If two positi¨ e functions f , g g L 0, ` , then
2 2` ` `f s f t .  .
2 2ds dt F p f t dt y G j , h , d , 3.3 .  .  .H H Hs q t0 0 0
 .  .where 0 F G j , h, d is gi¨ en by 1.5 ,
1r41r4s ty1r2 y1r2
j s s q t f s , h s s q t f t , .  .  .  . /  /t s
2w .2 xand d is some unit ¨ector in L 0, ` .
NOTE 687
 .Equality in 3.3 holds if and only if either f ' 0 or d is a linear
combination of j and h.
Proof. This is obviously an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1.
 . ` n U  . `THEOREM 3.2. If a G 0, A x s  a x , and A x s  a rn ns0 n ns0 n
n!xyn, then
2 2`1 2U2 2 yxA x dx F p e A x dx y G j , h , d , 3.4 .  .  .  . .H H
0 0
 .  .where 0 F G j , h, d is gi¨ en by 1.5 and j , h, d are as in Corollary 3.1.
Proof.
` `1
U Uyt ysr xA x s e A tx dt s e A s ds .  .  .H Hx0 0
and
2
`11 1 U2 ysr xA x dx s dx e A s ds .  .H H H2  /x0 0 0
2
` `
Uys ys dy e A s ds .H H /1 0
2
` `
ys ws dw e f s ds , .H H /1 0
 . ys U  .where f s s e A s .
By Corollary 3.1, we have
2 2
` ` `1 2 ysw yt wA x dx s dw e f s ds e f t dt .  .  .H H H H /  /0 0 0 0
2
` ` `
y tqs.ws e dw f s f t ds dt .  .H H H / /0 0 0
2
` ` f s f t .  .
s ds dtH H /s q t0 0
2
`
2 2O p f t dt y G j , h , d , .  .H /0
 .  .where G j , h, d is defined by 1.5 . This completes the proof.
NOTE688
 .  .  w x.If G j , h, d in 3.4 is replaced by zero, then Widder's theorem see 4
follows.
2 .  . 1 n  .Suppose h g L 0, 1 and h x / 0. If a s H x h x dx s 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . ,n 0
 w x.then we have the Hardy]Littlewood inequality see 1 :
`
12 2a - p h x dx , 3.5 .  . Hn
0ns0
where the constant p is the best possible.
The next result gives an improvement of the integral analog of this
inequality.
2 .THEOREM 3.3. Suppose 0 / g g L 0, 1 and define a function f by
1 s wf s s x g x dx , s g 0, ` . .  . .H
0
Then
1r222` ` 12 2 2f s ds F p f s ds y G j , h , d xg x dx , 3.6 .  .  .  .  .H H H 5
0 0 0
 .  .where G j , h, d is gi¨ en by 1.5 , and j , h, d are as in Corollary 3.1.
2 .Proof. We may write f s in the form
12 sf s s f s u g u du. .  .  .H
0
 .We apply, in turn, Schwarz's inequality and inequality 3.3 to estimate
 .the left-hand side of 3.6 as
22
` ` 12 sf s ds s f s u g u du ds .  .  .H H H 5 /  /0 0 0
2
`1 sy1r2 1r2s f s u ds u g u du .  .H H 5 /0 0
2
`1 1sy1r2 2O f s u ds du ug u du .  .H H H /0 0 0
` `1 1sy1r2 ty1r2 2s f s u ds f t u dt du ug u du .  .  .H H H H /  /0 0 0 0
NOTE 689
` `1 1sq ty1 2s f s f t u ds dt du ug u du .  .  .H H H H /0 0 0 0
` ` f s f t .  . 1 2s ds dt ug u du .H H Hs q t0 0 0
1r22
` 12 2O p f s ds y G j , h , d ug u du, .  .  .H H 5 /0 0
 .where G j , h, d ) 0. The theorem is proved.
 .  .If G j , h, d contained in 3.6 is replaced by zero, then the inequality
 .3.6 can be reduced to the form
` 12 2f s ds F p xg x dx. .  .H H
0 0
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